Lab features

Experimental features listed below are currently a part of the BigPicture LAB. Before you enable one of these, please remember to make a database backup. If you're experiencing any problems, contact our Support Team.

Machine learning

BigPicture can learn everything about your Jira issues to provide the best suggestions while in-line editing is active. As time goes by and the number of tasks increases, the algorithm will propose more and more appropriate recommendations.

Enable machine learning feature

LiveSync

Turn on the live server communication system to enjoy brand new features.

Enable LiveSync

Online presence

Wondering who's with you on PI Planning session? With the brand new presence feature, it's super-easy to meet up with your teammates online! Their avatars will show up at the top of the page. Soon, you'll chat with each other!

Enable Online Presence

LiveSync on Board module

Remote work or global planning sessions always require an up-to-date data set. Enable this feature and watch instantly how the planned tasks are moving between iterations.

Enable LiveSync on Board module
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